
 

 

DRAFT Minutes 

Camden Energy and Sustainability Committee 
August 21, 2017, 5:30pm  

WSCR Camden 
Begin 5:39 
Attendance: Anita Brosius-Scott (Chair), Brian Robinson, Marc Ratner, Ken Gross, Marina Schauffler 
Next Meeting:    Monday September 18, 5:30   
Minutes of July 17 meeting approved. 
No non-Agenda items 
 
Camden or Camden/Rockport long-term Energy Goals (e.g. Paris Accords) 

Read Camden Civic Values Statement. 
Discussed Paris Accord inclusion. Ultimately, the Paris Accord language was not included. 
Concept of moving Paris Accord goals up on the calendar, esp. because of ongoing design 

considerations for new middle school. 
Does SB mind if we move the energy part of the statement forward? MR confused as to why PK did 

not speak up about the Paris Accord being pulled out. Marc surprised that PK was not happy 
with the Statement. 

BR likes separating Statement into two pieces.  
BR – get Camden and Rockport to say they want to align with Paris Accord. Then approach building 

committee with fact that they need to align with Paris Accord part. – would update them as to 
where the community is at. 

Marina and Anita will create statement. Use Portland statement; check with other communities. “in 
alignment with the intent of the Paris Accords”.  Aim for September 19 Camden; September 
25 Rockport. Anita ask to go on agendas of two towns. 

 
Middle School, Energy considerations  

Marc R on Building Committee, CEDAC, SB.  
Keith Rose had mentioned PK’s suggestion about mounting a PR campaign (?) 
Best to have a positive, helpful approach rather than pressure. 
Concern about so many different separate fundraising goals  

MS asks why auditorium is a big priority yet energy a small one?  
MS – our role as a Town committee is not to fundraise for the school district 

Building Operating costs: 
BR – It is a cogent argument that investing up front can make a difference – we need to make a 

point about operating cost. Capital cost does not really look at that. 
What if there’s a limitation set for the operating cost/year? Then they would prioritize the 

operating cost. 
Marc – problem with project – it was done quickly; planning was quick based on school 

standards for education. If we had more time to consider everything and that wasn’t done. 
Additional money for energy refit has to come from something else 
BR We need to make sure that [energy use considerations] rise to the top – operating costs 

impacts taxpayers for future years. Let’s build the core well. Very expensive to retrofit. 
Marc R – told Maria Libby she needed to be in contact with Dana Strout re commissioning agent 

(because of his legal experience representing CHRHS and the mistakes made in that 
building). 

We need the CA to have energy experience. How much modelling will be done? 



 

 

BR - Need to write in a performance guarantee; can stipulate what is an acceptable performance 
level. If not they pay the difference (penalties for not delivering on promise) 

Marc R should ask – how will operating costs affect the design? What are the criteria (basic 
school package?)  But we aren’t getting state $ so we don’t have to follow those 
parameters. Friends school in Falmouth did this. 

  Could for instance make sure the roof is amenable and oriented correctly for solar 
panels 

 Break out most cost-effective elements 
 Invite John Scholz? On building committee, already dealing with architects. Energy experience? 

Marc will meet with Keith. Maybe another date/time better for him? Sooner? Marc will invite 
Keith and John S to meeting. 3 options of meeting times, to present to committee. 

Who has the most ability to influence architects? What standards are being set by building 
committee? Operating efficiency of building should not be less important than say the size 
of the auditorium. 

We need to listen to Keith and find out what he learned from process with HS – intentions vs. 
reality. If we learn of his concerns we can assist. 

Need to present argument to the broader community – it is anyway easier to fundraise for an 
auditorium than it is to increase R value. 

Problem is that everybody is looking for money. 
 

Sagamore Solar Array update 

Successful Town vote, all systems Go 

Snow Bowl A-frame 

Discussion as to whether to advocate for insulating and/or re-building A-frame lodge – No money. 
Boiler room 80-90 degrees. Re-development foundation could cut energy footprint.  

No other Agenda Items 

Adjourn 6:57 


